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In this thesis, I propose a novel contrastive learning technique that effectively learns histopathol-
ogy whole slide image tumor segmentation using scribble annotation and derived self-label infor-
mation. Since a careful cell-level examination leads to accurate treatments, it is a critical proce-
dure in clinical diagnoses that pathologists have close observations on tissue samples. However,
this visual inspection process is extremely tiring and error-prone even for experienced profes-
sionals due to the size and the information density of histopathology whole slide images. Thus,
it would be very useful and expandable if the model could effectively learn from scribbles from
medical experts. The recently proposed semi- or weakly-supervised learning method has shown
the potential to significantly reduce the complexity of diagnosis and labeling on medical data.
Although many of the previous methods are promising, it is still hard to find a straightforward
scribble-supervised learning framework for tumor segmentation on histopathology data. Inspired
by the recent related work, Scribble2Label, the target data domain of the previous work is
extended and pixel latent information is introduced that takes into account the uncertainty and
leverages scribble annotations maximally to boost the model training. The model trained by
the proposed method learns not only by comparing outputs to the given scribbles but also by
measuring the relative distance of pixel latent from them. I demonstrate the performance en-
hancement with the proposed method compared to the bottom baseline, which is the previous
work I had inspired from, and the upper baseline trained with full annotations. Furthermore, I
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I Introduction
1.1 Background
In the field of clinical medicine, the histopathological diagnosis process is a very critical process
for accurate diagnosis and treatment. After a variety of prognosis is observed through simple
interviews, radiological diagnosis such as X-ray or CT, the histopathological diagnosis process
even decides the treatment method through direct examinations at cell level. In other words,
histopathological diagnosis is the final stage of clinical diagnosis and a gateway to the treatment
stage.
The histopathology diagnosis process is divided into several steps as shown in Fig. 1. First, a
sample is collected, sliced, placed on a slide glass, and fixed. Then, the specimen is stained and
treated for easy observation. Sample collection methods are diverse, such as biopsy sampling
and surgery resection, and staining methods may vary depending on the purpose of analysis,
for example, Hematoxylin-Eosin or Immunohistochemistry. Next, the specimen is observed by
pathologists. Scrutinizing samples, pathologists find prognosis or evidence of a disease at cellular
level, and generate diagnostic findings that are important for treatment decisions.
Figure 1: A workflow of pathological diagnoses.
In the process of histopathology diagnosis, pathologists collect large quantities of specimens
fixed on slide glass, and it is difficult to effectively analyze numerous cases. The most classic
method, but still used in most histopathological diagnostic sites, is to place a sample on an
optical microscope for a visual examination. Unfortunately, this is a process which is complicated
enough to exhaust pathologists. Pathologists must hover over magnified images to find areas
where lesions are suspected or directly observed, and quantify observations in their own way
to generate reliable findings. Since this magnified image is very large, it is necessary to change
the magnification of the microscope and retrace various pathological knowledge in order to
accurately make the diagnosis at the cell level. There may be some cases where the diagnosis is
clear and easy to distinguish, but in most cases, it is not easily distinguishable at a glance, thus
causing fatigue.
As another way to observe the slide, there is a digital scan reading technique that is getting
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more and more popular in many sites recently. Unlike the conventional method that was read
with the naked eye through an optical microscope, this is a method in which the fixed and stained
slide glass is photographed with a dedicated digital scanner at high magnification. Digitally
captured images are often stored in the OpenSlide format and transmitted to the equipment
for analysis. Then, pathologists zoom in and out with this image to make a diagnosis. Even in
this case, however, it is inevitable that a large energy consumption is required because of the
resolution dimensions with tens of thousands per axis.
Such excessive exhaustion of human energy increases the possibility of misdiagnosis. There-
fore, there have been attempts to help pathological analysis by various automatic algorithms
in digital pathology platform. For example, morphometric quantification algorithm makes the
judgment of human experts several times more efficient by helping to measure or count the
characteristic elements inside the specimens. This kind of work is called Computer-Aided Di-
agnosis, CAD. Recently, various deep learning-based diagnostic assistance methodologies have
been introduced, such as algorithms that automate image-based classification or segmentation.
Ideally, it would be nice if a human expert could cooperate with a computer just like training
and collaborating with another human expert, but there are still many problems to be solved in
order to do so.
1.2 Motivation
As the deep learning methodology is widely used in various fields, promising applications are
constantly being introduced to digital pathology diagnosis [1]. Deep learning image analysis
methodology must be a promising methodology, but ironically, expert annotation label data
is still required to make it work. The task of detecting and labeling clinical lesion factors or
prognosis on histopathology whole slide image is a very complex task even for experts. As with
conventional diagnosis with optical microscopes or diagnosed based on digitized images, detailed
human intervention is still required to construct big data label set to supervise deep learning
models. Otherwise, there is a risk that the reliability of the deep learning model will not be
guaranteed at the source, which is a critical problem in the medical field.
As an example, what is shown through Fig. 2 is an example of annotation of the Hepatocel-
lular carcinoma (HCC) histopathology whole slide image set, that is, the target dataset by this
study. In the enlarged image of Fig. 2, it can simply be observed that it is difficult to clearly
mark the decision boundary. At the same time, even if it follows an intuitive shape and forms
a relatively clear annotation consensus, it cannot be set as a purely correct answer at the cell
level. Since lesions do not develop discretely and suddenly, but gradually develop through a
continuous process, it can be very complicated for experts to form a consensus for a specific
data label and to label clearly.
As what has been described so far, creating and managing border annotations and delivering
them for deep learning model training is the basic digital pathology model construction method,
while the generated data inevitably has a lot of noise. This is an inherent problem of medical
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Figure 2: An example of a probable label noise from histopathology tumor segmentation dataset.
datasets that could hardly be resolved by merely spending a lot of energy to create fine-grained
annotations. Based on this problem situation, I would like to study and propose a technique for
learning models for histopathology whole slide image tumor segmentation with weak supervision.
1.3 Contributions
This study shows the following three contributions.
• The previous scribble learning technique [2] is extended to histopathology whole slide
image tumor segmentation task. To the best of our knowledge, there has never been a
methodology for training a segmentation model using scribble in the histopathology whole
slide image tumor segmentation task. While the previous study is limited to the cell seg-
mentation field to verify the model’s performance, this study shows potential applicability
in the field of histopathology diagnosis by applying it to histopathology image analysis
work.
• In order to not only expand the dataset to be applied to histopathology data, but also to
deal with performance problems that occur when the scribble learning technique is applied,
I propose a simple framework that generates a pixel-wise representation vector and uses
it for learning. While most of the previous studies use a representation vector to solve the
classification problem, this study proposes a method of using a representation vector for
pixel-based analysis.
• Finally, we propose a technique that utilizes pixel-wise contrastive learning to learn statis-
tically aggregated uncertain areas. Through this, it is confirmed that it can show higher
performance than the existing scribble learning technique.
The contents below has the following structure. In Section 2, related studies necessary to
understand and conduct this study are introduced. Then Section 3 briefly describes the scheme
of Scribble2Label [2], which is the closest base study to this study, and shows the preliminary
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results with the target problems that will be addressed afterward. Plus, descriptions of the
proposed methodology follows in the same section. The results of experiments on liver cancer
histopathology data, which are the target data in this work, and comparison results with state-
of-the-art methodology are described in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions of the study and
future work are summarized in Section 5.
4
II Related Work
2.1 Weakly-Supervised Semantic Segmentation
With deep convolutional networks presenting their successful results in the field of image recog-
nition [3], there was a huge transformation on how image data is handled. Deep learning models
that have been trained performed even better than humans recognizing and classifying objects
in images. For several years after various image classification methodologies were published, the
method of handling large-dimensional images in medical image segmentation was based on the
sliding-windows-based pixel-wise classification technique. Ciresan et al. [4] proposed a method-
ology for classifying each pixel, and this is a method of classifying information around a selected
pixel as an image. This methodology was very intuitive but had obvious drawbacks: slow speed
and inaccurate localization of surrounding information reference. In order to effectively solve
this problem, since pixel-wise segmentation networks ( [5] [6] [7] [8] [9]) were released, most
pixel-wise segmentation models in these days have used this encoder-decoder with skip connec-
tion [10] architectures. As a result, they could earn faster inference time and more accurate
localization than before.
On this trend, the focus of the medical deep learning research society gradually shifted to the
problem of lack of label data due to the high label burden, which is a intrinsic characteristic of
medical data. (Reviewed by Rajbakhsh et al. [11]) If the label is given weakly, only enough for
some data, or if the label is not given at all, the problem is approached with weakly-supervised,
semi-supervised, or unsupervised learning methods. Among them, weak supervised learning is
a learning technique that relies on a learning label created with very little interaction when
detailed annotations cannot be given to data. Weak annotation scenarios typically includes
cases such as slide-level annotation, point annotation, and scribble annotation.
Recently, there have been various studies to learn a full segmentation model using only
scribble annotation. Yigit et al. [12] and Meng et al. [13] attempted to infer chunk segmentation
information by aggregating surrounding information. Bin et al. [14] proposed a methodology to
increase the quality of the prediction mask by using the prediction of the boundary region of
the model for training. Lin et al. [15] tried to solve the weak label problem by using superpixel
information. However, these were studies on natural images, where the boundary between
the object and the foreground is relatively clear. Their operations have been verified only in
natural images that have already been processed with structured data that is simple to handle.
Meanwhile, Lee et al. [2] suggested a novel scribble learning technique study. Lee et al. [2]
proposed a framework that trains a cell segmentation model only from scribble annotations in
the medical image domain. Since the motivation of this thesis sets the baseline with [2], Lee et
al. [2] will be frequently cited later in this study and will be directly compared to the results of
this study. The detailed point tackled by this work will be elaborated in Section 3.
On the other hand, there have been studies reflecting weak-supervision scenarios in the
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histopathology image domain. In the field of cell segmentation, a number of studies ( [16],
[17], [18], [19], [20]) attempted to segment nuclei by point annotation. Most of them tried to
utilize additional information that can be obtained from the data itself for learning, and applied
various methods of approximating cell boundary with Voronoi diagram. These methodologies
have contributed to greatly reducing the burden of generating annotations on cell-level dense
information, but considering the working space in a whole slide image, it is still problematic in
that learning is possible only by providing exhaustive labels to all cells. In addition, since these
are cases applied to the field of nuclei segmentation where the boundaries are relatively visible,
it is pointed out that it is difficult to directly apply them to whole-slide-level tasks such as tumor
segmentation. As an example of providing a whole-slide-level weak label, Marvin et al. [21] and
Xu et al. [22] attempted to predict a lesion by using a multiple instance learning (MIL) technique
to determine the lesion only with the diagnosis result of the slide unit. However, the result of
localization was too ambiguous to be used as the result of segmentation. Bokhorst et al. [23]
implemented a method of learning the entire data by selecting some small areas and giving full
segmentation annotation only for the selected areas of the data. While this method also focuses
on segmenting small structures (i.e. nuclei) that are often easily recognizable even within the
local viewport, it is difficult to apply this directly to tumor area segmentation, which involves a
zoom-in and -out process and requires relatively ambiguous boundaries.
2.2 Contrastive Learning
Recently, contrastive learning is a widely used learning method for the aforementioned data
label lack scenario. It is a kind of metric learning methodology that trains a model aiming
at the relative similarity or reciprocity of embedding information. Unlike the general method
of calculating the loss by comparing the ground-truth to the final output of the model, metric
learning is a method of optimizing the loss function consisting of distributions or vector distances
for various lower information generated inside the model. Among them, the contrastive learning
technique trains the model by calculating the relative similarity of the latent vector to make it
closer or farther apart. Prior to this technique, for unsupervised pre-text learning, the intrinsic
information of the image was extracted by detecting the angle of rotation [24], jigsaw puzzles [25],
or coloring [26]. However, as the contrastive loss using the image augmentation technique
was proposed, it had a great influence on the utilization on learning after pre-text learning.
He et al. [27] proposed a method that uses a momentum encoder to apply an exponential
moving average to model parameters to regularize the prediction of the model and calculate
the contrastive loss effectively. Chen et al. [28] expanded the expression range of vectors by
introducing a projection head to construct a nonlinear-projected representation vector. Grill et
al. [29] proposed a way to add a prediction head again after the projection head to get a hint
of what the model will do after pre-text learning. These methodologies proved that pre-text
learning was very effective by showing that performance can be improved even in downstream
tasks after pre-text learning. In contrastive learning, Euclidean distance or Cosine similarity
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was mainly used, which can express the distance between high-dimensional vectors.
On the other hand, most studies of contrastive learning technique were mostly limited to
classification problems and tried to use latent vector space in which input data of classifier was
summarized. However, inspired by these methods, a novel usage of pixel-level latent vectors will
be proposed in this study. In addition, while existing studies have been proposed as frameworks
for unsupervised pre-text learning, the goal of this study is to utilize low level additional informa-
tion in scribble-supervised learning conditions. Therefore, in this study, performing contrastive
learning with a representation vector is not pre-text learn, but a form of constructing the utility




This section describes in detail the uncertainty-aware contrastive scribble learning framework
proposed by this study. As explained in the previous section, this study is based on Scribble2Label [2]
and proposes a methodology to extend it and increase its performance. It was designed to follow
almost the same order as the one in the previous method [2] except for some minimal changes to
the existing framework. As an example, the framework proposed in this study, like the previous
study [2], has two major stages of learning: Warmup stage and Main stage. On the other hand,
a simple methodology using pixel latent is proposed to make the most of the information from
the uncertain range in self-label EMA and learn effectively. It only requires an additional single
light-weight block, projection head. The overview of the proposed method is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The following contents can be divided into two parts. First, the process of trying to expand
the target dataset according to the previous research methodology [2], and finding motivation
from the results is described. Second, all elements constituting the methodology proposed in
this study are explained.
Figure 3: An overview diagram of the proposed method.
3.2 Preliminary
In this subsection, the study most closely related to this study, Scribble2Label [2], is briefly re-
viewed and the preliminary results applied to histopathology whole slide image data are observed.
Since this study aims to effectively expand the target dataset by improving the characteristics
of the previous study [2], I tried my best to follow the notation of [2] in many subsequent expla-
nations in this thesis. In addition, it examines the limitations of the previous methodology and
clarifies motivation of this research.
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The training process of baseline [2] can be explained in two parts: warmup stage and main
stage. Overall framework from the baseline study [2] is depicted by a part of Fig. 3 excluding
projection head. Firstly, warmup stage selectively learns only the area given scribble annotations
with ignoring the other areas. Medical expert annotators must provide two types of scribble
annotation divided into foreground and background in advance of the training. While the model
learns the scribble input, it periodically performs self-labeling for the train set without any input
augmentation at regular intervals, γ. Although an extremely small amount of annotation was
given, through this process, a pseudo-label for a relatively large area can be obtained through
self-labeling. However, since it is a task performed still by learning an extremely low amount of
label, a large deviation may occur for each self-prediction on each intervals γ. If the deviation
occurring here is stochastically aggregated, the uncertainty can be measured indirectly. Lee
et al. [2] collected self-labels using exponential moving average (EMA) for this purpose. The
formulated EMA collection process is like below:
y(n) = αg ◦ f(x; θi) + (1− α)y(n−1) (1)
where θi represents parameters of the basic segmentation model (f and g in Fig. 3) in epoch i,
α represents the EMA ensemble ratio, and y(n) denotes stacked moving average in nth updates.
Next, main stage not only uses the scribble label that has been used so far, but also uses
the self-label EMA collected throughout warmup stage directly for learning. While using it, the
self-label continues to be collected in the same way as in warmup stage. When the self-label
EMA is used for learning, the consistency threshold hyper parameter τis used to cut-off the
high-uncertainty area. Only the remaining areas, that is, areas considered relatively reliable, are
used as learning labels. In summary, in main stage, learning is performed by the scribble label,
and by the reliable range of the self-label EMA.
The performance of the baseline [2] was verified on medical data expressing several cell
segmentation. However, unlike the cell segmentation task, in the case of the histopathology
whole slide image tumor segmentation task, which is the target of this study, the decision
boundary is not clear and has a very complex pattern. An example of histopathology whole
slide image tumor segmentation annotation is demonstrated in Fig. 2. In addition, the task of
determining the decision boundary is quite unclear so that even experts find it difficult to derive
consensus. In the following, you can see how the baseline [2] works for a histopathology whole
slide image tumor segmentation task. The preliminary training result of a toy data, which is a
part of my target data, with the baseline methodology [2] is as shown in Fig. 4. The result looks
quite okay, but it has a lot of merge errors on the boundary.
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Figure 4: A rough prediction result example after toy sample training. (a): Original whole slide
image, (b): Viable tumor ground-truth mask, (c): Rough scribble annotation as a toy example,
(d): Prediction result, (e): Error map comparing the prediction to the ground-truth.
First of all, I started by closely observing the learning process of the baseline method [2]. As
shown in Fig. 5, it is also observed that when scribble learning is applied to the histopathology
whole slide image, the area that the human expert seems to have missed in the ground-truth
is often improved by the regularization effect. Considering these characteristics, we can see the
possibility that scribble learning will potentially become a very effective labeling methodology
in the histopathology dataset. Furthermore, through the change of the EMA during training, I
was able to see that the uncertainty of the EMA produced by the model was greatly reduced
as I moved from the warmup result to the main result. Fig. 6 is illustrating this phenomenon.
However, as a trade-off of this, I observed that the detailed textures were somewhat ignored and
merged into a blunt blobs. This phenomenon was also observed when I compared prediction
results aside from the EMA. Next, in order to obtain additional learning information to improve
the segmentation quality, I observed the uncertain areas that were completely ignored throughout
the training process according to the baseline method. As can be seen from Fig. 6, it was
confirmed that most of the areas cut out by the consistency threshold τare mostly concentrated
in the decision boundary. Therefore, it seemed necessary to add a guide for the uncertain area
to increase the segmentation prediction quality. To do so, I came up with two main approaches.
One is a method of boosting training by using self-label EMA even in the uncertain region,
and the other is by utilizing low-level information related to the uncertain region in pixel level.
Among them, this study involves implementing the latter and comparing its performance to the
baseline.
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Figure 5: Examples of regularization effects by scribble supervision. (a): Original patch, (b):
Predicted result patch after training baseline model, (c): Ground-truth mask patch.
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Figure 6: An overview of self-label EMA progress. (a): Original input, (b): Ground-truth
mask, (c)&(e): Self-label EMA after warmup/main stage, (d)&(f): Application of consistency
threshold (τ = 0.9) on (c)&(e) - red area represents the ignored range cut-off
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3.3 Warmup Stage
In the first stage, warmup stage, the model is trained in exactly the same way as the baseline [2].
Once foreground and background scribbles are collected, the index is divided into three classes:
foreground (ΩFGs ), background (ΩBGs ), and the unsupervised.





[sj log (g ◦ f(x; θi)j) + (1− sj) log (1− g ◦ f(x; θi)j)], (2)
where x is an input image, s is a scribbled label, and Ωs is a set of scribbled pixels. Also, as shown
in the Eq. 2, the model is trained by applying the cross entropy loss only to the scribble pixels
excluding the unsupervised area. Under the same conditions as in previous baseline method,
this warmup stage is set to continue up to EW epochs. During training, segmentation prediction
for the whole train data is generated per each EMA update interval, γ, and this is applied
by the EMA update rate αas denoted in 1 This EMA update process continues throughout all
subsequent stages.
3.4 Pixel-wise Contrastive Learning
The Previous research [2] attempted to measure uncertainty indirectly by creating exponential
moving average from self-predictions along epochs. Overall, this methodology works very well.
However, when applied to histopathology WSI, there were some problems of losing a lot of
detailed texture and outputting rough results. (Fig. 4) To enhance the quality of the boundary
in tumor segmentation, a lot of detail information of the boundary region is required, and the
majority of boundary region is enveloped in the high-uncertainty area of the moving average.
This can be seen through Fig. 6. Since the previous method focuses on reliable areas excluding
uncertain areas, supervision of the boundary area happens to be conducted very ineffectively.
In order to solve this problem, it is necessary to use more information for guiding uncertain
areas. Focusing on this point, I propose to utilize the pixel representation vector, which is low
level information for each pixel prediction. The proposed framework constructs an proxy class
label by projection mapping [28] [29] the last decoder output feature map to representation
vectors as in predictable distribution, and then determining which distribution the information
in the uncertain region is relatively close to. Just as in the work from Chen et al. [28] the
flattened vector immediately after last pooling in the classifier is regarded as a latent vector
that summarizes all the information for classification, in the pixel-wise segmentation model, the
latent vector in which all the information for pixel classification is summarized can be extracted
from the final feature map. Inspired by Chen et al. [28], I added a projection head to map the
pixel-by-pixel output of the model decoder to a representation vector space through a nonlinear
block with simple 1x1 convolution layers that are mathematically identical to the fully-connected
layer. On a side note, Batch normalization [30] is very important for stable performance in this
block. Aftermath, only one light-weight block is added on the existing ordinary segmentation
network, as shown in Fig. 3.
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The projection head receives the final output of the decoder block that has already been
trained to some extent, and maximizes the distance between prediction classes, for example
positive and negative class. Here, the model aims to scatter the pixel representation vector on
the high dimensional latent space, and to keep the representations from foreground pixels and
background pixels away from each other. The basic shape of the projection head is very simple,
and the green block in Fig. 3 is illustrating this. In the warmup stage, when the encoder-decoder
and segmentation head are learned to some extent, and the self-label EMA is accumulated to
some extent at the same time, the projection head training begins. To train the projection
head, first the gradient with the connected encoder-decoder body should be ceased. As a result,
the final feature output of the decoder having the same resolution as the input image comes
out of the frozen network. The projection head receives this decoder output as an input and
generates a pixel representation vector through a simple non-linear operation. The projection
head is composed of a vector of relatively lower dimension compared to the input dimension
of the projection head, following the method of the previous study [28]. (input = 16 channels;
output = 8 channels) Since all convolution operations of the projection head consist of only 1x1
kernels to play the same role as the fully-connected layer in the work from [28], each pixel can
independently generate prediction results from the decoder output.
Two classes of pixels are selected from the pixel-by-pixel vectors output here and used for
training the projection head: Foreground pixels and Background pixels. To form two sets of the
two pixel classes, both sets are referred: the scribble label pixels (Ωs) and the self-label EMA
pixels (Ωg) applied by consistency threshold (τ).When the collected foreground and background
pixels are called ΩFG and ΩBG, respectively, the remaining ignored pixels that do not belong to
anywhere are called ΩIPu . (This area will be used later in the main stage.)
ΩBG = ΩBGs ∪ ΩBGg ,




Next, the selected ΩFG and ΩBG pixels' representation vectors are pushed away from each
other set in the latent space by maximizing the cosine distance. The cosine similarity and the










[Sim(h(f(x; θi);φn)k, h(f(x; θi);φn)l) ∗ 0.5 + 0.5], (5)
where the last arithmetic operations are just for scaling each element from [−1, 1] to [0, 1].
However, calculating the contrastive loss through this operation has O(nm) time complex-
ity, where n denotes the number of pixel representation elements in ΩFG and m denotes that
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in ΩBG, which may make the training inefficient. Moreover, it can harm intra-class diversity
by harshly push the individual vectors separately. In the meantime, cosine similarity can be
expressed simply as a linear operation, as the cosine similarity operation is only a simple dot
product operation assuming that each vector is already normalized. With this in mind, I pro-
pose a method of generating the class representation vector (vFGcls , v
BG
cls ) by first averaging the
representation vectors of each class, instead of calculating the cosine similarity of each pixel and
then taking the average. By calculating the contrastive loss using the cosine similarity between
the generated class representation vectors, the loss value can be calculated in an aggregated way

















Lcontrast = Sim(vBGcls , vFGcls ) ∗ 0.5 + 0.5
(6)
When projection head training is repeated for some amount of epochs EP and the projection
head is able to create sufficiently distinct representation vectors, the update of the projection
head ends and the model training moves to themain stage. The projection head update described
here is repeated in the same way for each γ epoch where the self-label EMA is updated, and is
always executed immediately after each EMA update so that the class pixel can be referenced
in the latest version of the EMA. This repetition makes the projection head able to respond to
the distribution changes of the decoder output which occurred during the γ epoch.
3.5 Main Stage
Unlike the previous stage where only the scribble annotation was given, within the self-label
EMA applied by consistency threshold (τ) as in the equation 1, the reliable region is directly
used for learning as hard labels. The loss function for the unscribbled pixels is like below:







j > τ) log (g ◦ f(x; θi)j)+1((1−y
(n)
j ) > τ) log (1− g ◦ f(x; θi)j)],
(7)
where Ωg = {g | g ∈ (max(y(n), 1 − y(n)) > τ), g /∈ Ωs}, which is a set of reliable pixels from
self-label EMA determined by the consistency threshold τ and n = bi/γc+ 1 at epoch i.
On top of that, one loss term, Lip, is added to further utilize information on the ignored
area. In the main stage, not only the segmentation head but also the encoder-decoder body
is trained, and the projection head should be frozen and make inferences only. The output of
the projection head can be divided into ΩFG, a set of foreground pixels, and ΩBG, a set of
background pixels, similar to the method described above. In addition, in the main stage, ΩIPu ,
a set of pixels that has been filtered and ignored by the consistency threshold (τ) in the self-label
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EMA, is also leveraged. Using the pixel representation vector for all pixels of ΩFG and ΩBG,
a class representation vector (vFGcls , v
BG
cls ) is constructed as described in the subsection above.
Then, the proxy class is formed by measuring the relative distance to the class representative
vectors (vFGcls , v
BG
cls ) for all pixels belonging to Ω
IP
u . For example, if a representation vector of
certain specific ignored pixel is relatively closer to the vector vFGcls , it is assumed to be foreground,
vice versa. The calculated proxy class label is converted to a binary class and given with a cross




cls , vtarget) = argmax(softmax(Sim(v
BG
cls , vtarget), Sim(v
FG
cls , vtarget))), (8)
where Sim(·, ·) denotes cosine similarity between two vectors sharing the same dimension.
The loss function for the ignored pixels can be expressed like below:







cls , h(f(x; θi);φn)j) log (g ◦ f(x; θi)j)
+ (1−RelSim(vBGcls , vFGcls , h(f(x; θi);φn)j)) log (1− g ◦ f(x; θi)j)],
(9)
where ΩIPu = {u | u ∈ (max(y
(n)
u , 1− y(n)u ) < τ), u /∈ Ωs}, which is a set of ignored pixels by the
consistency threshold τ .
Aftermath, the total loss for main stage is defined with Eq. 2,7,9 as follows:
Ltotal(x, s, y(n), h) = Lsp(x, s) + λupLup(x, y(n)) + λipLip(x, h), (10)




The target data used for training and evaluation consisted of PAIP2019 grand-challenge [31]
datasets that includes 50 train slides 40 test slides. PAIP2019 challenge provided hepatocellular
carcinoma digital histopathology WSI data taken at 200X magnification, and corresponding
annotation data with contour coordinate lists in XML format. Ground-truth was given in two
types: viable tumor area and whole tumor area. Viable tumor refers to cancer cells that are alive
and actively growing at the time of filming, and whole tumor refers to hemorrhage or necrosis
of the surrounding area, enveloping viable tumor, all at once. In this study, viable tumor area
annotations given relatively detailed annotations were used as segmentation ground-truths.
Histopathology Whole Slide Image has a data peculiar file format because its basic resolution
is very high. Digitally scanned slides have multiple layers in a pyramid map structure, and are
organized in a way that decreases with a constant magnification as the number increases from
Level 0. The slides to be used in this study are surgical resection tissue images with an initial
magnification of 200X, and are recorded in a manner that is reduced in magnification by 4 times
per level. In general, it is known that an image created with the resection type has a larger size
than an image created with the biopsy type. Table 1 shows the average size of the training data
used in this study.
Table 1: The overview of dimensions of the target dataset: PAIP2019 train data.
Level Avg. Height Avg. Width Magnification
0 42880 53840 200X
1 10720 13460 50X
2 2680 3365 12.5X
3 670 840 3.12X
Specifically, Level3 scale was used in this study. With the help of my colleague, I was able to
have a scribbler application that works in the PyQt5 environment, which allowed me to generate
scribble data on Whole Slide Image without using a relatively complex tool. I overlaid the viable
tumor ground truth mask on the original and drew the scribble by referring to it. In other words,
assuming that I have clinical knowledge, I intuitively input the prominent areas first. The work
was done on a level3 scale all at once by scribbling in 1px thickness for both foreground and
background as you can see from Fig. 7. The input scribble was divided into object units through
skeletonize and cross-point dropout, and then 50%, 70%, 90% were gradually deleted from the
drawn at the object level, which were for preparing ablation study. Fig. 8 demonstrates each of
those ablation settings according to the amount of scribbles.
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Figure 7: An example of scribbling scenario. Red and blue scribbles refer to Foreground and
Background, respectively. Although the scribbles shown in the figure look thicker than the
description in order for effective visualization, I actually used them in 1px-thick in Level3 scale,
which is much thinner than depicted on this figure.
4.2 Implementation Details
Base Architecture
As for the base architecture, the same structure as the previous study was adopted, and a
UNet [6] architecture with ResNet50 [32] encoder was used. I constructed this structure using
SegmentationModelsPytorch [33] package, which is open source and widely used on GitHub.
It is known that Lee et al. [2] used the same package. [34] The decoder attention type was set
to scSE [35] as in the previous study. scSE refers to the squeeze-excitation technique as a type
of an attention block like Park et al. [36] and Woo et al. [37] that applies both spatial unit
and channel unit concurrently. Although it was not focused on the contents of [2], the cosine
annealing learning rate scheduler was known to be used, and it was experimentally known that it
works better than other scheduling techniques in this scribble learning task. The cosine annealing
learning rate scheduling technique that proposed by Loshchilov et al. [38] is known to strongly
prevent the model from falling into the local minima easily, especially in weak supervision
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Figure 8: A brief glance of ablation data according to the scribble amounts. 10%, 30%, 50%,
and 100%, clock-wise from the top-left. The thickness of the scribbles are exaggerated for
visualization, not for the actual experiments.
problems such as this study. For training the main encoder-decoder body for segmentation task
(f and g), RAdam [39] optimizer was used with weight_decay = 1e− 5.
Additional Architecture
The additional architectures added in this study are the projection head and prediction head.
This structure was inspired by the previous study, Grill et al. [29] and Chen et al. [28], and was
composed of the similar composition to Chen et al. [28]. As can be seen from Fig. 3, the part
that was expressed as a fully-connected layer in the works from Grill et al. [29] and Chen et
al. [28] was replaced by a 1x1 convolution. These two operations are mathematically equivalent.
The projection head and prediction head have exactly the same structure except for the number
of input and output channels. The feature map to be used as the projected latent was set to
8 channels, and naturally, the input channel of the prediction head was also set to 8 channels.
The output channel of the prediction head is composed of two channels identical to the output
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of the segmentation head of the basic model.
The projection head is set to update immediately after EMA update. This is because it was
necessary to use the latest version of EMA because of the learning method of the projection head
that is indirectly learned through the prediction head. The learning length was set empirically.
(10 epochs) There was no significant impact on performance unless it was learned too short to
generate meaningless latents.
OneCycle learning rate scheduler [40], a separate scheduling method different from the one
for UNet main body, was used to learn the projection head and prediction head. In the work from
Chen et al. [28], they argued that cosine annealing scheduling showed some effects of preventing
mode collapse. Since I only needed to update this head, not to train for pre-text tasks, I adopted
a scheduler that had only one cycle, but worked well overall. As the learning length is 10 epoch,
the cycle peak learning rate is set to 1e-3 at 1 epoch. For training the projection head (h),
SGD [41] optimizer was used with weight_decay = 1e−5. Relatively larger batch number than
in the base architecture (n = 20) was given to train projection head (n = 64).
More Details
The hyper-parameters in my experiments for the proposed model are as follows: Consistency
threshold τ = 0.9; Self-label EMA ensemble coefficient α = 0.2; Self-label EMA interval γ = 5;
λup = 0.5; λip = 0.1; Warmup epoch EW = 100; and Projection head training epoch EP = 10.
The experiments have been developed using PyTorch [42] framework with GPU workstations
equipped with 4 NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080Ti units.
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4.3 Result
In this section, I compare the segmentation mask prediction results by the proposed methodology
under several conditions. The ground-truth mask of the specific scale to be measured was used
to generate the quantitative result. Ground-truth mask creation can be roughly divided into
three steps. First, convert XML annotation to mask and resize it to desired scale. Second, resize
the original WSI to the desired scale and create a tissue mask. Finally, logical-and operation
is performed between the annotation mask and tissue mask to make only the tissue area a
valid final ground-truth. When the ground-truth mask was created, the segmentation quality
was quantitatively evaluated by measuring the average Jaccard score (i.e. mean intersection
over union, mIoU) for the dataset after applying the tissue mask to the predicted result by the
model. This metric was used as the basis for evaluation in the PAIP2019 Challenge [31], the
source of target data. In addition, area under curve (AUC) scores were also measured. When
measuring the average Jaccard score, the thresholding process is inevitable, and I set 0.5 as
the most basic setting and applied it in the evaluation. However, it could be determined that
the performance may vary greatly depending on the threshold value due to the temporary bias
of the model output due to the calibration issues. Thus, regardless of the threshold, I also
tried to evaluate the performance based on the availability of the user-side finalizing threshold
by drawing an response curve with a true-positive rate and a false-positive rate, and adding a
metric that measures the area below it.
Segmentation Quality Enhancement
First of all, it has been checked that the methodology proposed in this study contributes to
segmentation quality enhancement. The experiment was conducted at Level3 scale, and as
described above, the scribble data drawn directly by referring to the full mask ground-truth was
used for training. The experimental result set can be divided into three types: the performance
by the previous research methodology (i.e. bottom baseline), by training full mask (i.e. upper
baseline), and by the proposed method. The bottom baseline was reproduced following existing
paper, and the upper baseline setting was under the exact same conditions. To check the
contribution of this study, I compare the performance change by whether the projection head
implementation is added or not from the previous methodology. Thus, The proposed method is
divided again into three types: a setting in which loss is configured based on raw ema for omega
IP, a setting in which a proxy label is assigned by directly extracting the pixel representation
vector from the decoder output without a projection head, and a setting in which a proxy
label is assigned by extracting the pixel representation vector from the projection output. The
setting using raw EMA literally recalls the ignored pixel of EMA, assigns a proxy label with
that value, and forms the loss. On the other hand, in the no-proj setting, all operations related
to the projection head are omitted, and vectors of ignored pixels are extracted from the decoder
output. The proj setting is an implementation of what is proposed in this study, and it has
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a condition of assigning a proxy label using the output of the projection head after having a
separate period for training the projection head. All the three methods described so far are
summarized in Table. 2.










As can be seen from Table. 3, RawEMA information does not appear to provide robust help to
training, while the prediction accuracy of the model is improved by 0.02 0.03 under the condition
of using the representation vector. Unfortunately, it still does not reach the performance of the
full mask training condition, but it seems to have achieved a performance improvement from
the bottom baseline. In the case of the prediction performance for the test set full mask, it is
inferior to that for the train set full mask, but this is a gap that also appeared to other people
who used this dataset [31], and seems to be a characteristic of the dataset. It is assumed that
there is a distribution gap between them. Nevertheless, since it showed significant performance
improvement in both the train full mask and the test full mask, it can be considered that the
proxy label using the projection head helped model training.
Table 3: Segmentation results compared to the baselines. Each number represents accuracy in
mIoU or AUC.
Method
Train Full Mask Test Full Mask
mIoU AUC mIoU AUC
baseline [2] 0.7978 0.9861 0.5890 0.9759
RawEMA 0.7953 0.9887 0.5861 0.9763
No-proj. 0.8102 0.9844 0.5868 0.9744
Proj. 0.8222 0.9894 0.6140 0.9781
Full mask 0.8852 0.9964 0.6657 0.9849
I observed the improvement of segmentation mask quality through the results of qualitative
analysis. The comparison of segmentation results is illustrated in Fig. 9. Each column in Fig. 9
represents the type of data or the results from different settings. Among them, ’Full-mask
Supervised’ item in the third column is the prediction result of the model trained under the
supervised condition with full mask ground-truth. The top two columns are predictions for the
train set, and the bottom three columns are predictions for the test set. In the examples in
the first, third, and fifth rows, the effect of reducing false negatives compared to the previous
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Figure 9: Qualitative comparisons among under various framework settings.
method, Scribble2Label, was observed. When the tumor area is located at the edge of the
cluster, the prediction sensitivity decreases on those area to have blurry prediction. The proposed
methodology prevents some of this phenomenon by providing a proxy label guide even when the
region is excluded by consistency threshold (τ). On the other hand, examples of the second and
fourth rows show the effect of suppressing false positives on the contrary. This phenomenon
is also presumed to be because the proxy label guide played a role in the boundary area with
ignored pixels. Often, it was observed that more accurate predictions were made by the model
trained with the proposed technique than trained by the full mask ground-truth. This can be
explained as a result of the regularization effect of scribble-learning described in Section 3.
Next, to confirm the robustness of the model, an ablation study on the scribble amount was
conducted. As described above, the scribble ablation data was created in a way that the number
of connected component objects was deleted step by step with the drawn scribble considered as
100%. All settings for ablation test was conducted under exactly the same conditions except
for the type of label data. The annotation ratio for the full mask of the scribble label data is
described in Fig. 8, which indicates how much less annotation is given than the full mask. The
scribble amount ablation result is shown in Table. 4. The model prediction accuracy for the
train full mask showed an improvement of about 0.02 compared to the bottom baseline except
for the 30% set. In the case of the evaluation of the test full mask, it was confirmed that the
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Table 4: Ablation test results according to various amount of scribbles. Each number represents
accuracy in mIoU.
Method
Train Full Mask Test Full Mask
10% 30% 50% 100% 10% 30% 50% 100%
baseline [2] 0.6631 0.7401 0.7621 0.7978 0.5365 0.5536 0.5632 0.5890
RawEMA 0.6629 0.736 0.7731 0.7953 0.5223 0.5554 0.5745 0.5861
No-proj. 0.6593 0.7354 0.7816 0.8102 0.5367 0.5699 0.5729 0.5868
Proj. 0.6890 0.7419 0.7815 0.8222 0.5247 0.5533 0.5746 0.614
Full mask 0.8852 0.6657
performance improvement was only in the set of 50% or more. In the ablation study, it was
observed that the distribution gap between the train data and the test data was clearly reflected.
I observed that when a small amount of scribble was given, the performance was not stable.
For the train full mask, relatively steady performance improvement was observed, but for the
test full mask, some performance degradation was observed under low scribble conditions. There
were several considerations on this subsequently. First, assuming that there is certain amount
of scribble considered sufficient for learning, the amount given in this experiment may not
be enough. Second, when the scribble object is deleted during generating ablation dataset,
imbalance between foreground and background annotations is maximized, and label intra-class
diversity is not guaranteed, which may be a problem. In particular, the phenomenon that the
predictive performance of test data in smaller amount of scribbles is poorer can be explained to
some extent in that a strong regularization effect happened to a smaller amount of scribble. In
order to further test these hypotheses, it is necessary to perform comparative experiments on a
relatively large scale with various versions of scribble expanded in the future.
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V Conclusion and Future Work
On the task of semantic segmentation for histopathology whole slide image, I proposed a promis-
ing methodology that learns from scribble annotation which is extremely sparse and weak label.
A preliminary test was performed on the histopathology whole slide image dataset by extending
the previous methodology proposed for cell segmentation. Then by tackling the limitations of
the previous methodology for the ignored pixel set, I proposed a methodology for generating
proxy labels from pixel representation vectors. The proposed methodology was compared and
analyzed with various conditions including the RawEMA proxy label that did not require an
additional module, and it was confirmed that there was a 2-3%p improvement in performance
compared to the previous methodology based on the Jaccard score, which is indicating a signif-
icant contribution to scribble learning. Through this, it has been shown that the model can be
trained to make a considerably accurate prediction without exhaustively providing a complex
tumor label on the whole slide image.
In the future, I look forward to further delving into the following additional questions left
by this study.
• Whereas the previous method [2] used an automatic scribble generation technique to gen-
erate a version of scribbles and then to make ablations for a performance ablation study
with respect to the total amount of scribbles, this study used a single version of the
scribble drawn by hand to start the experiments. This condition is likely to cause under-
annotation problems that are less than the appropriate amount of scribble for learning.
Since the scribble data I created was not generated under strict balance rules, when I
limited it to a relatively small amount of scribble (e.g. 10% ablation data), the possibility
of showing particularly unreliable data cannot be ruled out. As described above, there is
a possibility to maximize the intra-class imbalance problem. In addition, the limitation of
this study can be pointed out that it was not verified in various data sets as in previous
studies. Since histopathology whole slide image dataset has been steadily distributed as a
public dataset. ( [43] [44] [45]) Therefore, in the future, one can experiment on relatively
various datasets and with scribble data generated under various conditions.
• It can be pointed out that the EMA consistency threshold (τ), which is a hyperparameter
of the previous study, was not experimentally dealt with in depth. Even, when looking
for proxy class using latent distance, I used threshold technique again. Since increasing
the level set point in this way can raise the possibility of adding instability to the design
of the framework, one can propose to take an automatic level set approach by checking
the distribution of latent distances in future studies. For example, we can check the
distribution of the latent distance in slide-level and induce finding the most appropriate
level of EMA consistency threshold (τ) for certain slide. That way, using the latent distance
to find a tau, there could be a potential contribution to reducing the existing level set point.
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• Other methods of utilizing the latent space can be proposed. When classifying the tumor
vs. non-tumor, the possibility of the intra-class diversity in the background pixels could
be relatively higher than that of the foreground pixels, so for example, a gaussian mixture
model can be devised by directly checking the distribution of the foreground pixel set
and the background pixel set. In the long run, this can be applied to extend the model
to a multiclass approach. By expanding further the scribble learning methods in these
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